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1. 
This invention relates to cabinet type ironing 

machines primarily adapted for domestic use, and 
more particularly to an ironing machine asso 
ciated with an upright cabinet, whereby the 
ironing machine may be stored in vertical posi 
tion within the cabinet or disposed in horizontal 
position for use. 
Conventional cabinet type iron machines 

usually comprise a table upon which the roll and 
shoe are mounted with an elongate box shaped 
cover pivoted to the rear edge of the table and 
adapted to encase the roll and shoe when the 
machine is not in use. The storage space required 
for ironing machines of this type is determined 
by the size of the table, whereas, an ironing ma 
chine stored in upright position requires substan 
tially less storage space, since the end dimension, 
of the machine determine the space required. 
Also, the entire machine may be enclosed within 
an upright cabinet which may conform in height 
and depth to other standard units, such as sinks, 
washing machines and the like, affording addi 
tional working surface in a kitchen or utility 
OO. 
We are aware that it has previously been pro 

posed to store an ironing machine in an upright 
cabinet, but these machines are relatively heavy 
and prior arrangements with which we are 
familiar have required considerable effort on the 
part of an operator to move the machine both 
to and from working position. Additionally, the 
guiding and mounting means between the ironer 
and cabinet have been cumbersome, requiring a 
relatively large number of parts and being 
initially expensive to assemble or subsequently 
repair or service. 
According to the invention, an ironing machine 

Comprising a table having a roll and shoe mounted 
thereon is provided with a drop leg at one end, 
the opposite end of the table being connected with 
an upright cabinet having a hinged or removable 
door, and cover. The connecting means includes 
a spring counterbalance and linkage affording 
considerable leverage advantage to an operator, 

- whereby the machine can be easily rocked from 
an upright or storage position upon opening the 
door and cover to be disposed horizontally and 
rolled outwardly from the cabinet to working 
position. Means are provided for preventing 
movement of the machine to working position 
until the drop leg is in supporting position to 
avoid injury to the operator or the machine. The 
ironing machine is stored with the motor lower 
most, and in the event of oil leakage the oil does 
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able importance in preventing subsequent spot 
ting of articles being ironed. 

It is a primary object of the invention to pro 
vide an ironing machine connected to an upright 
cabinet through means whereby the machine 
may be disposed upright within the cabinet or 
in horizontal working position with a minimum 
of effort on the part of an operator. 
Another object of the invention is to provide 

an ironing machine of the above type having a 
drop leg and wherein the ironing machine can 
not be moved from storage position towards 
working position until the drop leg has been 
moved to supporting position. 
Another object of the invention is to provide 

a motor driven ironing machine of the above 
type adapted to be compactly stored in an up 
right cabinet with the motor lowermost. 
Another object of the invention is to provide a 

cabinet type ironing machine of the above type 
having guide and support means comprising rela 
tively few parts. 
Another object of the invention is to provide 

an ironing machine of the above type which can 
be easily assembled with the cabinet for produc 
tion and easily disassembled for repair or replace 
ment of parts. 
Other objects of the invention and the inven 

tion itself will become increasingly apparent from 
a consideration of the following description and 
drawings, wherein: 

Figure 1 is a perspective view of an improved 
cabinet type ironing machine with the machine 
completely enclosed within the cabinet; 

Figure 2 is a view similar to Fig. 1, with the 
door in open position; 
Figure 3 is a perspective view showing the iron 

ing machine intermediate storage and in work 
ing position, part of the cabinet being broken 
away for clearness of illustration;. 

Figure 4 is a view of the machine illustrated in 
Fig. 3 with the ironing machine in working or 
horizontal position, the near wall of the cabinet 
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being omitted for clearness of illustration; 
Figure 5 is an elevational view showing the 

ironing machine in storage position within the 
cabinet, the near side wall and parts of the ma 
chine being Omitted for clearness of illustration; 

Figure 6 is a view similar to Fig. 5, showing the 
machine in horizontal position and in a position 
to be rolled outwardly from the cabinet to work 
ing position; 

Figure 7 is a fragmentary section taken along 
the line - of Fig. 6; 

not contact the roll or shoe which is of consider- 65. Figure 8 is a fragmentary perspective view 
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showing a modified type of drop leg We may 
employ; and - 

Figure 9 is a fragmentary sectional view taken 
along the line 9-9 of Fig. 8. 

Referring now to the drawings, and particu 
larly Figs. 1 to 4 inclusive, a cabinet generally 
indicated at O comprises a base , sidewalls 2 
and 13, and a back 14 rigidly interconnected. A 
front panel 6 is preferably fixed to the cabinet 
beneath a partial length door Thinged to side 
wall 2, but a full length door may be provided 
if desired. A cover 18 is hinged to back 4 and 
is maintained in open or elevated position by a 
conventional self-locking brace 9, preferably of 
the type which will permit the brace to fold and 
the cover to close by an upwardly directed pull 
on the cover. Although we preferably provide a 
hinged door and cover, it is understood that these 
parts may be removable from the cabinet if de 
sired. The cover is preferably provided with 
guide dowel pins 2 adapted to be received in 
holes 22 in the sidewalls when the cover is closed. 
The manner of mounting the ironing machine 

which is generally indicated at 24 will now be 
described. The machine comprises a table 26, a 
roll 27 supported from a gear case 28, a motor 29 
supported beneath the table, a shoe 3, and shoe 
support and emergency release means 32. The 
shoe support and emergency release means con 
stitutes no essential part of the present inven 
tion, but is preferably of a type wherein the shoe 
may be rocked away from the roll by manual 
thrust on a bar or handle accessible above the 
shoe. The outer end of table 26 is supported in 
working position by a panel type drop leg 33 
hinged thereto and having rollers 34 mounted on 
the lower end of the drop leg, the drop leg pref 
erably supporting a collapsible shelf 36. The drop 
leg may be held in supporting position in any 
suitable manner, but we preferably provide a rod 
37 pivoted as indicated at 50 to the drop leg 33 
which telescopes within a tube 38 pivoted to table 
26 as indicated at 45. A spring latch 48 inter 
locks rod 37 and tube 38 when the drop leg is in 
the position illustrated in Fig. 4 and finger pres 
sure on the latch permits the drop leg to fold 
beneath table 26. 
The inner end of table 26 is mounted in the 

following manner. The table has down-turned 
front and rear flanges 39 to which headed pins 
40 are secured, preferably by welding as more fully 
illustrated in Fig. 7 to extend laterally outwardly 
from the table. A pair of arms 4 are pivotally 
mounted, one on each pin 40, the outer end of the 
arms being pivoted to links 42. The links 42 have 
ears 43 which support pins 44 slidable in elongate 
slots 46 formed in a second pair of arms 47. The 
opposite end of arms 47 are pivoted to table 
flanges 39 as indicated at 68 at points spaced from 
pins 40. A shaft 49 is fixed to links 42, the shaft 
being rotatably supported by the upstanding arms 
of a U-shaped bracket 5 fixed to cabinet 0, 
preferably by spot welding the bracket to the base 
and sidewalls of the cabinet. Shaft 49 has a rock 
arm 52 fixed to the central portion thereof, which 
is pivotally connected to a turnbuckle 53. The 
turnbuckle is also connected to one end of a cable 
54 which passes around a guide sheave 56 rotat 
ably mounted on bracket 5, the other end of the 
cable being connected to a tension Spring 57 fixed 
to the cabinet back f4. 
A pair of opposite hand track-ways generally 

indicated at 58 are secured one to each cabinet 
sidewall, preferably by spot welding. The track 
Ways each comprise a channel Section arcuate 
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4 s 
portion 59 and an L-section horizontal portion 6. 
Pins 40 also support rollers 62 adapted to ride in 
or on the track-ways 58, the rollers preferably be 
ing formed of a hard rubber core and a soft rub 
ber tire as shown in Fig. 7. 
The manner of moving the ironing machine 

from storage to working position will now be ex 
plained. ASSunning the cabinet has the door and 
cover closed, as illustrated in Fig. 1, the door 7 
will first be opened to the position in Fig. 2 by 
grasping handle 64, the cover 8 will be elevated 
to the position in Fig. 3 and maintained elevated 
by the self-locking brace 9. In order to insure 
that the drop leg 33 is extended to supporting 
position before pulling the ironing machine into 
working position and to avoid possible injury to 
an Operator or the machine, curved guard mem 
bers 65 of L section are welded to sidewalls f2 and 
3, whereby pins 66 extending from the drop leg 

will prevent outward movement of the machine, 
unless the drop leg is extended at right angles to 
table 26 to permit pins 66 to clear the guard mem 
bers 65. After the drop leg is raised to support 
ing position it will be maintained by the spring 
latch 48 interlocking the rod 37 and tube 38 as 
previously explained. An outward pull on the 
machine can then be effected by grasping a 
handle Such as 67 and the machine will be rocked 
to a position such as shown in Fig. 3 and subse 
quently moved to a horizontal position as shown 
in Fig. 6. It will be noted by reference to Fig. 5 
that in storage position spring 57 is under tension 
due to elevation of rock arm 52 and the spring 
loading assists the outward rocking movement of 
the machine. By means of the turnbuckle 53 a. 
desired amount of Spring loading can be effected. 
Although the heaviest or motor end of the ma 
chine is lowermost in storage position, consider 
able leverage advantage is afforded the operator, 
since the table 26 is grasped at the upper end and 
a pull in the direction of the arrow (Fig. 5) rocks 
the table around pin connections 68 as fulcrum 
Or pivot points, pins 44 fixed to links 42 prevent 
ing movement of arms 47 to the left and acting 
as abutments for arms 47. This movement of the 
table in a counterclockwise direction is aided by 
the tension of spring 5T acting on rock arm 52 
and tending to exert a thrust on the lower end of 
the table through arms 4 f. 
In the ironing machine disclosed, the center of 

gravity (Fig. 5) is to the right and somewhat 
above pivot point 68, but when the drop leg is 
raised to supporting position, the center of grav 
ity of the machine is shifted somewhat towards 
the table, thereby aiding the withdrawal move 
ment. As the machine is rocked, the lower end of 
the table 26 rolls upwardly along the track-way 
portion 59 and the machine's center of gravity 
moves progressively around the pivot points 68 
So that the effort required by the operator de 
creases until the rollerS 62 ride on the horizontal 
portions 6 of the track-ways and the rollers 34 
of the drop leg ride on the Supporting surface as 
illustrated in Fig. 6. The machine is then rolled 
outwardly to working position. The machine is 
then operated in a conventional manner through 
control Switches on gear case 28 and a knee con 
trol 69 if desired. 
In storing the machine, it is rolled inwardly to 

the position of Fig. 6, then tilted as in Fig. 3, and 
the tilting motion is continued until the table is 
upright, the drop leg is then folded, and the cover 
and door of the cabinet closed. Due to the lev 
erage afforded the operator by the distance be 
tween the pivot pins 68 and the handle 67 at the 
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Outer end of the table, and the fact that the center 
of gravity of the machine is Only slightly to the 
left (Fig. 6) of the pins 68, relatively little effort 
is required on the part of the operator to lift or 
rock the machine towards storage position and 
as the center of gravity of the machine moves 
around the pins 68, this effort is decreased and 
spring 57 is tensioned which assists in retarding, 
movement of the machine to vertical position. 
We preferably provide cushioning stops to fur 
ther lessen any noise or impact when the machine 
reaches storage position and these stops may con 
prise a pair of L-shaped brackets 7 welded to the 
cabinet sidewalls and having rubber discs 2 for 
engaging the upper top surface of the table as 
best illustrated in Fig. 5. Also, we preferably pro 
vide cushioning rubber discs 73 on the under side 
of the table for engaging the top surface of the 
drop leg 33 when raised to supporting position. 
Although we have illustrated an ironing ma 

chine having the motor beneath the table, it is 
understood that the particular type of ironing 
machine constitutes no essential part of the in 
vention other than being provided with a drop 
leg and a table to which the linkage described 
may be connected. 

Referring now to Fig. 8, we have shown a modi 
fied form of drop leg comprising a U-shaped tube 
79 having rollers 34 mounted on the lower por 
tion of the drop leg. The ends of tube 9 are 
slidably mounted in a box form cross member 7 
which is hinged to the table as indicated at 8. 
Holes 82 provided in the table are adapted to re 
ceive the tube ends which are maintained therein by compression springs 8 when the drop leg is 
in supporting position. In folding the drop leg 
the tube ends are manually withdrawn from 
holes 82. 
We wish it to be understood that we do not 

desire to be limited to the exact details of con 
struction shown and described, for obvious modi 
fications will occur to a person skilled in the art. 
What we claim is: 
1. In a cabinet type ironing machine, the com 

bination of an upright cabinet having a movable 
door and cover, an ironing machine, and means 
connecting the cabinet and machine whereby 
the machine may be disposed vertically within 
the cabinet for storage or supported horizontally 
outwardly of the cabinet for ironing operations, 
said means comprising a trackway adapted to 
guide the lower end of the ironing machine dur 
ing movement from a vertical to a horizontal po 
sition, movable means connected to the cabinet 
and said lower end of the ironing machine, and 
fulcrum means engaging the movable means and 
pivoted to the ironing machine adjacent Said 
lower end whereby a pull directed outwardly from 
the cabinet on the upper end of the machine 
when in vertical position will rock the machine 
around the pivotal connection of the fulcrum 
means with the machine under substantial lever 
age and cause the lower end of the machine to 
move along the track-way from vertical to hori 
Zontal position. 

2. In a cabinet type ironing machine, the com 
bination of an upright cabinet having a movable 
door and cover, an ironing machine having a 
manually operable drop leg adapted to support 
one end of the machine, and means connecting 7 
the opposite end of the machine and cabinet 
whereby the machine may be disposed vertically 
within the cabinet for storage or supported out 
wardly of the cabinet for ironing operations, said 
means comprising a track-way within the cabinet 
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pivoted to the machine adjacent said lower end 
25 

6 . . 
adapted to guide the said opposite end of thema 
chine during movement from a vertical to a hori 
Zontal position, movable means connected to the 
cabinet and said opposite end of the machine, 
fulcrum means engaging the movable means and 
Ivoted to the machine adjacent said opposite 
Cnd, and guard means associated with the cabi 
net preventing movement of the machine from 
vertical position until the drop leg is moved to 
Supporting position, 

3. In a cabinet type ironing machine, the com 
bination of an upright cabinet having a movable 
door and cover, an ironing machine, and means. . 
connecting the cabinet and machine whereby the 
machine may be disposed vertically within the 
cabinet for storage or supported horizontally out 
Wardly of the machine for ironing operations, 
said means comprising a track-way within the 
cabinet adapted to guide the lower end of the 
machine during movement from a vertical to a 
horizontal positicin, movable means connected to 
the cabinet and said lower end of the machine, 
fulcrum means engaging the movable means and 

whereby the machine may be rocked around said 
pivotal connection, and spring means fixed to 
the cabinet and operatively connected to the ma 
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chine adapted to assist movement of the machine 
from a vertical to a horizontal position by an out 
wardly directed pull on the upper end of the 
machine. . . . . . . . 

4. In a cabinet type ironing machine, the com 
bination of an upright cabinet having a mov 
able door and cover, an ironing machine, and 
means connecting the cabinet and machine 
Whereby the machine may be disposed vertically 
within the cabinet for storage or supported hori. . . . 
Zontally outwardly of the machine for ironing . 
Operations, said means comprising a track-way 
Within the cabinet having an arcuate portion and 
a horizontally extending portion, a first means 
pivotally connected to the inner end of the ma 
chine, a second means pivotally connected to 
the machine intermediate the ends thereof, link 
means rotatably mounted in the cabinet and piv 
otally connected to the first means, the second 
means being supportable by the link means 
whereby the machine may be rocked around said 
intermediate connection on tilting the machine 
from a vertical to a horizontal position, and . 
rollers on the inner end of the machine adapted 
to ride along the track-way. .. 

5. In a cabinet type ironing machine, the com 
bination of an upright cabinet having a movable 
door and cover, an ironing machine, and means 
connecting the cabinet and machine whereby the 
machine may be disposed vertically, within the 
cabinet for storage or supported horizontally out 
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Wardly of the machine for ironing operations, said 
means comprising a pair of track-ways disposed 
one at each sidewall of the cabinet and each 
having a lower arcuate portion and an upper 
horizontal portion, roller means fixed to the inner 
end of the machine and movable along the track 
ways, a first pair of arms pivoted to the inner. 
end of the machine, a pair of links pivoted to 
Said arms and rotatably mounted in the cabinet 
whereby said links will be moved with the ma 
chine, a second pair of arms pivoted to the ma 
chine at points between the inner end of the 
rachine and the center thereof, the opposite ends 
of Said Second pair of arms being supportable by 
the links whereby the machine may be rocked 
around said second pair of arms from a vertical 
to a horizontal position with the inner end of 
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the machine moving along the track-ways, and 
spring means fixed to the cabinet and operatively 
secured to said links for assisting movement to 
horizontal position. 

6. The combination of an upright cabinet hav 
ing a hinged door and cover, a table, connecting 
means, between the inner end of the table and 
the cabinet whereby the table may be stored 
vertically within the cabinet or Supported horizon 
tally substantially externally of the cabinet, a 
drop leg hinged to the outer end of the table, 
means for locking the drop leg in a Supporting 
rosition substantially at right angles to the table, 
a pair of track-ways disposed one at each side 
wall of the cabinet, rollers at the inner end of 
the table movable along the track-ways, said con 
necting means comprising link means rotatably 
supported in the cabinet and connected to the 
inner end of the table, and means pivotally con 
nected to the table at points spaced from said 20 2,331,789 

8 
inner end and engageable with the link means 
as an abutment whereby the table may be rocked 
around said points as a fulcrum and moved from 
a vertical to a horizontal position by an out 

5 wardly directed pull at the upper end of the table. 
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